TRAF3 as a powerful and multitalented regulator of lymphocyte functions

Gail A. Bishop

ABSTRACT
This review summarizes the current state of knowledge regarding the roles of the signaling adapter protein tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR)-associated factor 3 in regulating the functions of B and T lymphocytes. In B lymphocytes, TNFR-associated factor 3 inhibits signaling by TNFR superfamily receptors, Toll-like receptors, and interleukin-6R. In contrast, signaling to B cells by the virally encoded oncoprotein protein latent membrane protein 1 is promoted by TNFR-associated factor 3. An important B cell-specific role for TNFR-associated factor 3 is the inhibition of homeostatic survival, directly relevant to the common occurrence of TNFR-associated factor 3 mutations in human B cell malignancies. TNFR-associated factor 3 was recently found to be a resident nuclear protein in B cells, where it interacts with and inhibits gene expression mediated by the cAMP response element-binding protein transcription complex, including expression of the prosurvival protein myeloid leukemia cell differentiation protein 1. In T lymphocytes, TNFR-associated factor 3 is required for normal signaling by the T cell antigen receptor, while inhibiting signaling by the interleukin-2 receptor. Cytoplasmic TNFR-associated factor 3 restrains nuclear factor-κB2 activation in both T and B cells. Clinical implications and future directions for the study of this context-dependent signaling regulator are discussed. J. Leukoc. Biol. 100: 000–000; 2016.

Introduction
Over 30 yr ago, it was widely believed that activated T cells could fully activate naïve B cells in suitable proximity, exclusively via soluble lymphokines, in the absence of cognate or contact-mediated interactions. However, a series of studies published over the following decade revealed the importance of both the ability of B cells to present cognate antigen to T cells and the requirement for contact-mediated receptor-ligand interactions in full activation of both cell types (reviewed in ref. [1]). Within the next several years, the importance of the CD40–CD154 (CD40L) interaction in the induction of antigen-specific B cell activation and humoral memory was discovered [2, 3]. This was followed by the understanding that multiple members of the TNFR superfamily and their ligands are expressed by both B and T cells and contribute in various ways to cellular functions and crosstalk [4, 5].

In sharp contrast to the dominant group of immunologic receptors of focus at the time the functions of CD40 were discovered, the Ig gene superfamily, CD40, and other TNFR family members do not have Src homology domains and do not appear to interact directly with cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases. Instead, protein–protein interaction studies revealed that these receptors initiate signaling primarily through interacting with a group of intracellular adapter proteins, called TRAFs [6, 7]. Seven members of the TRAF family have been described to date; they do not have a high degree of sequence homology but share a common domain structure (see Fig. 1). This features a Zn-finger domains, coiled-coil domains via which they homo- and heteromultimerize, and a TRAF-C terminal domain (except TRAF7) that mediates many of their interactions with receptors and other signaling proteins [8–12] (Fig. 1). A large body of studies using the approach of exogenous overexpression of TRAF constructs in fibroblast or epithelial cell lines (especially 293T adenocarcinoma cells) indicated that a common feature of TRAF1, -2, -5, and -6 is their ability to promote the activity of NF-κB reporter genes [13–16]. Exogenously overexpressed TRAFs also commonly induce activation of MAPKs, particularly JNK [17–19]. However, TRAF3 is unique among TRAFs in that it does not promote NF-κB reporter gene activation in 293 cells [20], which may underlie the relatively little interest in characterizing the functions of TRAF3.
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in the early years following its discovery compared with TRAF2 and -6.

Additionally, it was initially technically difficult to determine the biological roles played by TRAF3. A major impediment to the accurate assignment of specific physiological functions to individual TRAFs is their high degree of interaction. The canonical TRAF-binding site present in the cytoplasmic domains of many members of the TNFR superfamily can bind TRAF2, -3, and -5 in a highly overlapping manner [21]. Thus, exogenous overexpression of one type of WT or mutant TRAF molecule can have many indirect effects, particularly as TRAFs can form heterogenous multimers with one another, complicating data interpretation. Mice with germline deficiency in TRAF2, -3, or -6 show neonatal lethality with multiple severe developmental defects [22–24], so this approach also failed to reveal clearly individual TRAF functions in specific cells or tissues.

TRAF3 AS A CONTEXT-DEPENDENT REGULATOR OF RECEPTOR FUNCTIONS

We wished to circumvent logistical barriers preventing a clear understanding of the normal functions of endogenous TRAF molecules, obstacles inherent in both exogenous overexpression and knockout mouse approaches. Lymphocytes have notoriously poor transfection efficiency, making it difficult to inhibit endogenous TRAF molecule expression sufficiently with inhibitory RNA approaches, using the relatively inefficient vectors available ~15 yr ago. The technology for producing conditionally deficient "knockout" mouse strains was not yet available. Thus, we developed a technique for adapting the approach of gene targeting by homologous recombination, used in germ cells when making knockout mice, to the lower rate of homologous recombination in somatic cells. This strategy allowed the first creation of somatic cell lines completely and specifically deficient in individual (or multiple) TRAF molecules, without using mutagenic agents that can result in other, unknown changes [25]. Study of these cell lines revealed new information on the roles of TRAF1, -2, and -6 in signaling to B cells via various receptors [25–28], but the most striking and unexpected findings concerned the understudied TRAF3 molecule.

The EBV-encoded oncogenic protein, LMP1, is a striking mimic of the CD40 receptor in B cells [29–31] and can replace most CD40-mediated functions in CD40-deficient B cells in vivo [32–34]. Similar to CD40, the cytoplasmic C-terminal domain of LMP1 can bind TRAF1, -2, -3, -5, and -6 [20, 35–37], although only CD40 and not LMP1 signaling induces the polyubiquitination and degradation of TRAF2 and -5 [38]. Thus, it was a natural assumption that individual TRAFs function similarly to mediate signals from CD40 and LMP1, its viral mimic. TRAF3 is the only TRAF that inhibits CD40 signals to B cells [39], as well as the synergy between CD40 and B cell antigen receptor signals [26]. However, analysis of signaling via both CD40 and LMP1 in LMP1-transfected TRAF3−/− B cell lines found that whereas CD40 signaling is amplified in the absence of TRAF3, LMP1 signals to the same cells are markedly defective [40]. This may be related to the strongly increased avidity of LMP1 for TRAF3 compared with that of CD40 [40], which in turn, may reflect additional TRAF3-binding contacts for LMP1 in its "noncanonical" TRAF-binding site [41, 42]. Interestingly, a human CD40 molecule with a cytoplasmic domain polymorphism associated with a gain-of-function phenotype in B cells [43] displays the same increased binding of, and requirement for, TRAF3 in mediating activation signals [44]. It is intriguing that this CD40 polymorphism is associated with ethnic populations that have increased morbidity and disease activity in autoimmune diseases associated with B cell hyperactivity, such as systemic lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid arthritis [45].

TRAF3 AS A CELL TYPE-SPECIFIC REGULATOR OF LYMPHOCYTE FUNCTIONS

The surprising discovery that TRAF3 can play different—even contrasting—roles for different receptors expressed by the same cells provided the first evidence of the highly context-dependent nature of its function. The next question of high priority was whether TRAF3 also displays cell type-specific roles. By this time, the powerful techniques for production of conditionally deficient mouse strains via Cre-loxP recombination [45] had become more widely feasible and were applied to produce the first conditionally deficient, Traf3fl/fl mice [46, 47]. These mouse strains have, in turn, been used to produce B-Traf3−/− and T-Traf3−/− and mice lacking TRAF3 in dendritic cells and macrophages [46–50]. Roles of TRAF3 in myeloid cells have been recently reviewed [51]; here, we will focus on the multiple roles played by TRAF3 in B and T cells.

The study of B-Traf3−/− mice (produced by breeding Traf3fl/fl mice with CD19-Cre mice) revealed a critical function for TRAF3 unique to this cell type as a key inhibitor of homeostatic survival. Thus, in the absence of B cell TRAF3, mice have a marked accumulation of B lymphocytes in secondary lymphoid organs [46, 47], together with elevated serum IgG and autoantibodies, immune complex deposition in the kidney, and
B cell infiltration into multiple organs [46]. The importance of TRAF3 in regulating B cell survival rather than proliferation is reflected in the markedly enhanced in vivo and in vitro survival of B cells from B-Traf3<sup>−/−</sup> mice in the absence of any increase in cell proliferation [46]. These mice ultimately show a propensity for development of B cell malignancies that increase in cell proliferation [46]. However, mice lacking TRAF3 only in Tregs show normal ability to suppress proliferation of CD4<sup>+</sup> T cells in vivo [56]. However, mice lacking TRAF3 only in T<sub>regs</sub> show striking defects in in vivo responses to immunization and infection [48]. The responses of splenic T cells isolated from these mice are not rescued by stimulation with agonistic anti-CD3<sup>+</sup>/anti-CD28 antibodies in vitro, leading to the unexpected finding that signaling via the TCR is defective in the absence of TRAF3 [48, 53].

This defect in the strength of TCR signaling results in a marked deficiency in numbers and function of iNKT in T-Traf3<sup>−/−</sup> mice [54], as well as in homeostatic maintenance of CD8<sup>+</sup>Tcm cells [55]. TRAF3<sup>−/−</sup> thymic T<sub>regs</sub> show normal Foxp3 stability. They also possess normal ability to suppress proliferation of CD4<sup>+</sup> T cells in vitro and inhibit development of inflammatory bowel disease in vivo [56]. However, mice lacking TRAF3 only in T<sub>regs</sub> show enhanced production of high-affinity antibodies as a consequence of specific reduction in follicular T<sub>regs</sub>. This, in turn, results from reduced expression of the gene encoding the molecule ICOS in TRAF3<sup>−/−</sup> T<sub>regs</sub> [57]. A summary of TRAF3-regulated functions in T and B lymphocytes is presented in Table 1.

### MULTIPLE MECHANISMS OF TRAF3 REGULATORY FUNCTIONS

It is now clear that TRAF3 plays distinct roles in different cell types, as well as regulating multiple functions within each cell type. How does this single signaling protein impact so many important processes in lymphocytes? Here, we will summarize the current knowledge of the molecular mechanisms by which TRAF3 regulates key pathways in B and T cells, as a membrane-associated, intracellular, and nuclear protein.

#### TRAF3 as a membrane-associated protein

**TNFR superfamily receptors.** TRAF3 was originally identified through its association with the cytoplasmic domain of CD40 [58]. Through this same or similar “canonical” TRAF-binding site, TRAF3 associates with most of the TNFR superfamily members expressed by lymphocytes [6]. The specific functions of TRAF3 in regulating signaling by many of these receptors to T and/or B lymphocytes remain to be determined. The impact of TRAF3 upon CD40 signaling to B cells has been the most studied. B cell TRAF3 primarily inhibits CD40-mediated activation events in B cells (with the exception noted above of a human CD40 gain-of-function variant) [44]. This includes activation of NF-κB and the MAPks, JNK and p38 [40], as well as CD40-induced effector functions of antibody production and homotypic adhesion [39]. The major mechanism for this negative regulation appears to be competition with TRAF2, a positive mediator of B cell CD40 signaling, for association with their shared binding site in the CD40 cytoplasmic domain [26, 39, 59]. As discussed above, in contrast, TRAF3 is a positive regulator of these events in B cells when mediated by the viral CD40 mimic, LMP1 [60].

It was previously shown that TRAF3 may enhance CD40-induced reactive oxygen species in the mouse B cell line WEHI 231 [61], and TRAF3 in the mouse A20 B cell line was recently reported to promote CD40-mediated activation of the kinase AKT, a function that requires the K63 ubiquitination of TRAF3 [62]. It is not yet clear how TRAF3 enhances either of these signaling pathways; they are, to date, the only reported CD40-mediated events enhanced rather than inhibited by TRAF3, and the findings remain to be reproduced in human B cells.

TRAF3 also indirectly inhibits signaling to B cells by the receptor for the TNF family ligand, BAFF, by down-regulating NF-κB activation induced by BAFFR [63]. In this case, however, the impact of TRAF3 is primarily as an intracellular protein (see below). Although BAFFR also associates with TRAF2 and -6, and TRAF6 is required for effective BAFF signaling to B cells, TRAF3 does not appear to inhibit BAFFR–TRAF6 binding [64]. Signaling to B cells via CD40 or BAFFR induces the K48-linked polyubiquitination and degradation of TRAF3 [63, 65], limiting its negative impact on their signaling. This process requires

### Table 1. Regulatory functions of TRAF3 in B and T lymphocytes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B cells</th>
<th>T cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inhibition of NF-κB2 activation</td>
<td>Inhibition of NF-κB2 activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhibition of homeostatic survival</td>
<td>Enhancement of TCR signaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhibition of CD40 and BAFFR signaling</td>
<td>Inhibition of IL-2R signaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion of LMP1 signaling</td>
<td>Promotion of ICOS expression in T&lt;sub&gt;reg&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhibition of TLR signaling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhibition of IL-6R signaling and plasma cell differentiation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear interaction with CREB complex; inhibition of CREB-mediated transcription</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
hetero-complex formation between TRAF3 and TRAF2, with the latter acting as an E3 ubiquitin ligase, in association with cIAPs [66–68]. TRAF3 has also been reported as an inhibitor of TRAF2/5-mediated activation of NF-κB by multiple TNFR superfamily members; however, this study examined exogenously overexpressed receptors in the epithelial cell line 293T [69]. Given the highly cell type-dependent functions of TRAF3, it will be important to pursue this question further, studying endogenous receptors in lymphocytes.

**TCR complex.** A major surprise of the phenotype of the T-Traf3<sup>−/−</sup> mouse was the finding that TRAF3 in T cells associates with, and is important for, effective signaling by the TCR complex [48]. This requirement occurs early in the TCR-mediated signaling cascade, resulting in reduced activation of proximal TCR-associated kinases and adapter proteins [48]. The precise nature of the interactions between TRAF3 and the TCR complex at the cell membrane is not yet defined. Initial findings indicate that T cell TRAF3 associates with Csk, which inhibits activation of Lck by phosphorylating its negative regulatory Y residue, an early event in TCR signaling [70]. Following TCR stimulation, TRAF3 association with Csk promotes relocalization of Csk from the TCR complex to the cytoplasm, thereby inhibiting Csk-mediated, negative regulation of Lck [55].

**Cytokine receptors.** Although a number of TRAF3 functions are clearly distinct in B versus T lymphocytes, TRAF3 shares a common molecular mechanism for regulating cytokine receptor signaling at the cell membrane in both of these cell types, albeit involving different players in each. The intriguing 2.5-fold increase in thymic T<sub>reg</sub> of the T-Traf3<sup>−/−</sup> mouse prompted an extensive search for a mechanistic explanation. This cell-intrinsic T<sub>reg</sub> increase is independent of TRAF3-mediated regulation of NF-κB activation, thymic selection, or signals through CD28 [56]. The increase becomes apparent in the IL-2-induced transition of T<sub>reg</sub> precursors to mature T<sub>reg</sub>, prompting an examination of IL-2 responses. Although T-Traf3<sup>−/−</sup> mice express unchanged amounts of the IL-2R, they show a marked enhancement of phosphorylation of Jak1 and -3, as well as Stat5, in response to IL-2 [56]. In normal T cells, TRAF3 associates with membrane Jak1, to which TRAF3 recruits TCPTP, which de-phosphorylates Jak1, -2, and Stat5. Thus, in the absence of TRAF3, enhanced IL-2R signaling promotes T<sub>reg</sub> maturation [56].

B-Traf3<sup>−/−</sup> mice have an increase in the plasma cell compartment [71], consistent with the occurrence of loss-of-function TRAF3 mutations in human MM, a plasma cell neoplasm [72]. However, this plasma cell increase is lost when B-Traf3<sup>−/−</sup> mice are bred to IL-6-deficient mice [71]. This finding led to the discovery that similar to its T cell role in IL-2R signaling, B cell TRAF3 normally associates with the membrane IL-6R complex, restraining the IL-6-induced phosphorylation of Jak1 and Stat5 by recruitment of PTPN22. PTPN22-deficient mice show a similar increase in the plasma cell compartment [71]. The association of TRAF3 with PTPN22 appears to play an important regulatory role in multiple immune cell types. A human PTPN22 polymorphism associated with autoimmune disease has lost TRAF3-binding ability in myeloid cells [73]. Recent data also indicate that TRAF3 regulates PTPN22 association with the TCR complex [53].

It has been reported that TRAF3 associates with the IL-17R and suppresses IL-17 signaling by preventing formation of a complex of IL-17R, TRAF6, and the adapter protein activator 1 [74]. However, this was examined using fibroblast or epithelial cell lines transfected with TRAF3 and IL-17R constructs, so the role of endogenous TRAF3 in regulating IL-17R signaling in immune cell types is not yet known.

In contrast to the inhibitory role played by TRAF3 in the cytokine receptor signals described above, optimal IL-15R signaling to T cells requires TRAF3. IL-15-mediated Stat5 phosphorylation is significantly reduced in T-Traf3<sup>−/−</sup> mice [56], which share with IL-15-deficient mice the feature of defective iNKT cell numbers and function [75]. The mechanism by which TRAF3 promotes IL-15 signaling in thymic iNKT cells is indirect. TCR signaling is critical for early stages of iNKT cell development [76], and this signaling is defective in T cells deficient in TRAF3 [48]. Defective TCR signaling to Traf3<sup>−/−</sup> iNKT cell precursors leads to reduced expression of the transcription factor T-bet at stages 2 and 3 of iNKT development, and this, in turn, results in reduced expression of the common γ-chain cytokine receptor CD122 [56]. Defective IL-15R signaling in T-Traf3<sup>−/−</sup> mice also causes a marked reduction in the CD8<sup>+</sup> T cell subset of CD8<sup>+</sup> CD44<sup>+</sup>CD62L<sup>+</sup> Tcm cells. CD8<sup>+</sup> Tcm cells show reduced phosphorylation of the kinase ERK and of Stat5 following stimulation with IL-15, resulting in defective homeostatic maintenance [55].

**TRAF3 as an intracellular protein**

**NF-κB activation.** The strikingly enhanced survival of TRAF3<sup>−/−</sup> B cells correlates with constitutive activation of the noncanonical/NF-κB2 pathway, as evidenced by nuclear localization of the NF-κB family proteins p52 and RelB in unstimulated TRAF3<sup>−/−</sup> B cells [46, 47]. Restrained of NF-κB2 activation in normal resting B cells is attributed primarily to constitutive degradation of cytoplasmic NIK [63]. The degradation complex is composed of TRAF3, which binds NIK, and recruits the TRAF2-cIAP complex to serve as an E3 ubiquitin ligase, resulting in K48 polyubiquitination and proteasome-mediated NIK degradation [77, 78]. The ability of CD40 and BAFFR to induce TRAF3 degradation in B cells by recruiting TRAF3 to their cytoplasmic domains, where it is itself degraded by the TRAF2-cIAP complex, explains how these receptors induce NF-κB2 activation [63, 65, 79, 80].

Thus, a major paradigm was developed that the constitutive NF-κB2 activation present in TRAF3<sup>−/−</sup> B cells fully explains their extended survival, and the primary, if not exclusive, function of B cell TRAF3 is to inhibit basal NF-κB2 activation by inducing NIK degradation. A large number of studies have subsequently confirmed that hyperactivation of the NF-κB2 pathway makes important contributions to the overall phenotype of TRAF3<sup>−/−</sup> B cells (recently reviewed; see ref. [81]). However, multiple discrepancies with this paradigm have also arisen, indicating that additional TRAF3-regulated pathways are important to B cell survival and activation.

First, all TRAF3<sup>−/−</sup> immune cell types examined to date (B cells, T cells, dendritic cells, and macrophages) display constitutive NF-κB2 activation, supporting the involvement of TRAF3 as a key factor in this pathway [46–48, 82, 83]. However, only TRAF3<sup>−/−</sup> B cells display enhanced survival [46–48, 82, 83]. Thus, activation of NF-κB2 does not necessarily confer enhanced...
survival upon cells. Interestingly, in the human T cell line Jsl1, PMA stimulation induces production of an alternatively spliced form of TRAF3, which is associated with NF-κB2 activation and production of the chemokine CXCL13; stimulation of normal human T cells with anti-CD3 antibody has similar effects [84].

The relationship among TRAF3 ubiquitination, degradation, and NF-κB2 activation has also been revealed as nonlinear in B cells. As mentioned above, loss-of-function human TRAF3 mutations are common in MM. One such mutant TRAF3 molecule was found to induce increased NF-κB2 activation when introduced into TRAF3-WT B cells, but this mutant TRAF3 was not degraded in response to CD40 or BAFF stimuli [85]. Additionally, a mutant form of BAFFR that fails to stimulate NF-κB2 activation in B cells nonetheless induces normal levels of TRAF3 degradation in these cells [85]. Taken together, these findings indicate that TRAF3 regulates B cell-specific survival via mechanisms additional to NF-κB2 activation.

PCK5. Loss of TRAF3 in B cells correlates not only with increased nuclear p52/ReiB but also with decreased nuclear PCK5 [46], an antipapoptotic event also seen following BAFF signaling [86]. Interestingly, PCK5−/− B cells also show enhanced survival [86], and BAFF stimulation of TRAF3−/− B cells does not further enhance nuclear localization of PCK5 [46]. The specific molecular mechanism by which TRAF3 modulates PCK5 localization remains to be identified.

Signaling by innate immune receptors. Although not associating directly with innate immune receptors, TRAF3 modulates signaling pathways for a number of these receptors, many of which are intracellular. This property has been most extensively examined to date in nonimmune and myeloid cells (reviewed in refs. [87, 88]), in which innate immune receptor signaling has been most often studied. In these cells, TRAF3 promotes production of type I IFN but inhibits expression of several proinflammatory cytokines induced by innate immune receptors [83, 87, 88]. In B lymphocytes, TRAF3 inhibits cytokine production and Ig isotype switching in response to TLRs and also inhibits canonical NF-κB activation in response to these receptors, while having no detectable impact on their activation of MAPKs [82]. Interestingly, TRAF5 also inhibits B cell TLR signaling but appears to do so primarily by inhibiting TLR-induced JNK activation, while conversely not affecting NF-κB activation [89]. TRAF5−/− mice show no increase in B cell survival [90].

Whereas myeloid and B cells show the greatest responsiveness to innate receptors, such as TLRs, T lymphocytes have also been reported to respond to TLR ligands, most consistently TLR2 agonists [91–95]. Thus, it will be interesting to determine the role of T cell TRAF3 in T cell TLR signaling.

Signaling in ALCCL cell lines. As TRAF3 was identified as playing an important role in normal T cell functions, its importance was examined for growth and survival of various transformed human T cell lines. Results indicate that 3 cell lines, specifically those derived from the ALCCL type of T cell lymphoma, require TRAF3 for proliferation. Interestingly, this TRAF3 role is independent of the regulation of NF-κB2, instead involving signaling by the Jak/Stat and PI3K/AKT pathways, particularly control of the latter pathway by an increase in phosphatase and tensin homolog protein [96]. It is not yet known whether TRAF3 also uses this mechanism to control proliferation in normal T cells.

TRAF3 as a nuclear protein
TRAF3 was seen by microscopy in the nucleus of human endothelial cells 15 yr ago [97], and cleavage fragments of TRAF3 were observed in the nuclei of the Jurkat human T cell line following proapoptotic signals [98]. More recently, TRAF3 was seen in the nuclei of apoptotic neurons in a rat spinal cord injury model [99]. However, nuclear functions of TRAF3 were not explored in these prior reports, and TRAF3 has been principally studied in the context of its many roles at the cell membrane and in the cytoplasm.

Upon the realization that only in B cells does TRAF3 deficiency lead to increased survival, we sought to identify TRAF3-regulated, B cell-specific pathways. This was pursued by performing comparative gene-expression microarray analysis of B cells and T cells of B-Traf3−/− and T-Traf3−/− mice compared with their WT littermates. A pathway analysis of results indicated that genes regulated by the CREB transcriptional complex were preferentially up-regulated in TRAF3−/− B cells. This prompted us to examine the localization of TRAF3 in B cells by cell fractionation and microscopy. We learned that TRAF3 is a resident nuclear protein in normal human and mouse B cells, with a canonical NLS sequence that is required for its constitutive localization [11]. TRAF3 associates with both CREB and CREB-binding protein only in the nucleus and inhibits the transcriptional activity of a CREB reporter gene by recruiting the TRAF2–cIAP complex to the nucleus, inducing the polyubiquitination and degradation of CREB [11]. Relevant to the enhanced survival of TRAF3−/− B cells, there is increased mRNA and protein expression of the prosurvival CREB target myeloid leukemia cell differentiation protein 1 in the absence of nuclear TRAF3. Pharmacologic or small interfering RNA-mediated CREB inhibition reduces the increased survival of TRAF3−/− B cells to that of WT B cells [11]. These results reveal a critical, new role for TRAF3, one highly relevant to the relationship between TRAF3-mediated regulation and B cell malignancies.

The current state of knowledge regarding mechanisms by which TRAF3 regulates lymphocyte functions is illustrated in Fig. 2.

FUTURE QUESTIONS AND DIRECTIONS
Many questions remain regarding roles played by TRAF3 in regulating B and T lymphocytes. Examples below represent just a few of particular interest; answering them will, no doubt, lead to more pathways to explore.

The critical function of TRAF3 in restraining B cell survival is of particular importance to the emerging role of TRAF3 as a tumor suppressor for B cell malignancies. Building upon the increasing understanding of how TRAF3 regulates survival pathways, specifically in B cells, has great potential for providing information of practical importance to cancer-treatment decisions, as "personalized medicine" becomes a much greater factor in such choices. The targeting of TRAF3-regulated prosurvival proteins and pathways in TRAF3−/− B cell cancers is a logical translational direction. Information on survival pathways that
TRAF3 regulates signaling by each of the TRAF3-binding receptors. The new finding—that TRAF3 exerts important regulatory control of B cell functions as a resident nuclear protein—prompts the question of whether it also does so in T cells, and if so, which transcriptional complexes are impacted? The multiple context-dependent functions of TRAF3 guarantee many interesting future questions to investigate regarding a molecule that can both surprise and fascinate.
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